TCI to Showcase Automated Loan Origination Solutions at Auto Finance
Risk & Compliance Summit May 18 - 19
Islandia, NY, May 14, 2015 – Teledata Communications Inc. (TCI), a provider of cloud-based
loan origination solutions for credit unions, banks and finance companies, will exhibit its
industry-leading loan origination and decisioning technologies at the Auto Finance Risk &
Compliance Summit, scheduled for May 18-19 at the Hilton San Diego Resort. DecisionLender
4.0, TCI’s flagship SaaS-based solution, is a configurable, secure and compliant LOS (loan
origination system) that addresses the future of consumer lending. Attendees can visit booth 7 to
learn more.
A trusted solution in the automotive finance sector, TCI’s DecisionLender solution automates the
workflows and processes necessary for fast and efficient loan decisioning and origination.
DecisionLender allows dealers and finance companies to process an increased volume of direct
and indirect loan applications through a fully-compliant, secure and customizable platform. The
automotive industry has long been one of TCI’s key markets, and DecisionLender is used by
hundreds of lenders across the country.
“TCI has always focused on providing intuitive decisioning solutions that adhere to top-tier
security and compliance standards,” said William Nass, founder and president at TCI. “We’re
eager to participate in this event, and demonstrate how our solutions continue to deliver a
compliant, configurable and feature-rich solution that serves the discerning needs of a variety of
lenders.”
Presented by Auto Finance News and Royal Media, the Auto Risk & Compliance Summit helps
auto finance industry executives gain a deeper understanding of risk and compliance strategies
and solutions. Targeted to both risk managers and compliance professionals, the event provides
educational programs and networking events to help attendees understand all facets of risk and
compliance issues.
About Teledata Communications, Inc.
Founded in 1982, Teledata Communications, Inc. (TCI) is the creator of DecisionLender, an
Internet-based software-as-a-service (SaaS) loan origination solution. This feature-rich
underwriting solution provides an intuitive, configurable and consistent decisioning process.
Utilized by credit unions, banks, and finance companies in their direct, indirect and on-line
lending programs, the DecisionLender platform is adaptable to specific lender needs such an
automatic decision feature. DecisionLender includes options such as integration to core servicing
systems and an e-process which includes document preparation with e-signature. The company
has served market leaders for many years and is widely recognized as a pioneer in the SaaS loan

origination marketplace. Its solutions provide convenient, secure online access to credit bureaus,
and other data sources and processes that improve productivity, lower costs, and ensure
customer-centric ease of use. www.tcicredit.com
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